Correlation between H-ras p21TLeu61 protein content and tumorigenicity of NIH3T3 cells.
We have prepared a number of NIH3T3 clonal cell lines that contain an H-ras transforming gene with an A----T transversion at the 61st codon. The clonal lines contain 1 to 3 cell equivalents of the transforming oncogene and some lines look more morphologically transformed than others. Using Y13-238, a rat monoclonal antibody that recognizes H-ras p21 but not Ki- or N-ras in rodent cells, we found that the degree of morphological change is correlated with the relative amount of transforming protein in the selected clonal lines. Nude mice were injected with cells from lines containing different amounts of the transforming protein, ranging from approximately 1 to 10 times the level of normal H-ras protein present in NIH3T3 cells. Tumors arose in all mice that received cells containing the transforming protein. Their time of appearance (tumor latency) was correlated with the number of cells injected and the amount of transforming protein present in each clonal line; however, the subsequent rate of growth and ultimate size of the tumors were similar. Thus, it appears that the transforming protein has a significant effect on some early step in tumor development. Our results also show that relatively low amounts of transforming ras protein are sufficient to cause tumorigenicity in NIH3T3 cells and that higher amounts of the transforming protein cause proportionately faster responses.